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1. By a topological Lie algebra over R we will mean a Lie algebra 2 
whose underlying vector space has a topology for which the bracket 
operation 3 x $P + A? is continuous. One can associate with such 
a Lie algebra a complex, the i-cochains of which are all continuous 
alternating i-linear maps 
w:L?x --- x Y ---f R (“1 
and the coboundary operator defined by 
94-I ,*.., L+J = c (--lY+” 4Kj , I;kl, 51 ,.**, L5 ,*.*, R >..*> 5,+1). c**> 
The cohomology of this complex will be denoted H(Z’, R). Gelfand 
and Fuks have proved the following remarkable result: 
THEOREM. Let X be a smooth compact oriented manifold. Let 2’ = Px 
be the Lie algebra of smooth vector$eJds on X topologixed by its C” topology. 
Then H(P, !R) is finite dimensional in all dimensions. 
See [l]. 
Figuring in their computations is a certain subcomplex of (*) which 
they call the diagonal complex. It consists of all i-cochains (*) having 
the property 
W(ll ,a-*, 5,) = 0 when supp 5, n -*’ f-l supp & = @. 
The cohomology of this diagonal complex they denote by H,(P, R). 
To describe their result about H,(Z, R), consider the formal power 
series ring R[[x, ,..., q]] generated by the n indeterminants xi ,..., x, . 
The R-linear derivations of this ring are a Lie algebra over R which we 
will denote by L. The A-adic topology on the formal power series ring 
induces a topology on L. Let H(L, R) be the cohomology of L with 
respect to this topology. The result of Gelfand-Fuks is: 
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THEOREM. There is a spectral sequence whose E2 term is the tensor 
product H(X, [w) @ H(L, rw) and whose E” term is Hj(X, rW) for j < n, 
and Hjs-“(2, R)for j 2 n. 
See [2]. 
Before stating our main theorem we will need to describe one other 
result of Gelfand-Fuks: Let BU be the universal classifying space 
for the group U(n). Let (B,,)an be its 2n-skeleton. Let Pz, be the canonical 
principal U(n) bundle setting above (BU)Zn . 
THEOREM. H(L, [w) g H(P,, , iw). 
See Gelfand-Fuks [3]. 
This result suggests an obvious candidate for the spectral sequence 
described in the second theorem above. Namely, let Px be the principal 
U(n) bundle associated with the complexified tangent bundle of X. 
U(n) acts freely on the Cartesian product Px x P,, , and the quotient 
space PX x PznlU( n is a fiber bundle over X with fiber P,, . Therefore ) 
its Serre-Leray spectral sequence has the same E2 term as the spectral 
sequence Gelfand and Fuks get for HA(Z, rW>. Our main result is: 
THEOREM 1. HAi(LF, rW) E Hi+%(Px x P2,/U(n), iw) for all i 3 0. 
From this it is not hard to deduce: 
COROLLARY. The spectral sequence of Gelfand-Fzlks is trivial if the 
Pontrjagin classes of X vanish. 
In [2] Gelfand and Fuks show that if the spectral sequence for 
Hd(9, Iw) is trivial then a corresponding spectral sequence for H(Z, I%), 
whose E2 term they know, is also trivial. This means one can compute 
H(L?, 5%) for manifolds whose Pontrjagin classes are zero (for example, 
spheres and compact Lie groups). 
Remark. Results of Gelfand-Fuks-Kazdanl and of Lozik2 have just 
appeard which are very closely related to the results described here. In 
particular, Gelfand-Fuks-Kazdan prove that if a manifold is paral- 
lelizable, the spectral sequence described above is trivial. This proof 
1 I. M. GELFAND, D. A. KAZDAN, AND D. B. FUKS, Actions of infinite dimensional Lie 
algebras, ~uunctional Anal. Appl. 5 (1972), IQ-15 
2 M. F. LOZIK, On the cohomology of Lie algebras of vector fields, Functional Anal. 
Appl. 6 (1972), 24-36. 
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uses arguments resembling those in Section 5 of this paper. A double 
complex like that of Section 5 is also used by Lozik to prove that the 
spectral sequence is trivial when the Pontrjagin classes vanish (the 
corollary to our result above). 
2, For the proof of Theorem I we will need to examine in more 
detail the Gelfand-Fuks isomorphism H(Ps, , W) E H(L, R) described 
in the introduction. We recall first some facts about the algebraic 
structure of L. Let Li be the set of all formal vector fields 
h(w4 + **- +.frNw, (2.1) 
fN being a formal power series whose leading term is of degree i + 1. 
The Li’s form a system of neighborhoods of the origin for the &-adic 
topology on L, and also form afiltration of L in the sense that n Li = {0} 
and [Li, Li] CL i+j. Let J# be the set of all formal vector fields of the form 
(2.1), the fE’s being homogeneous polynomials of degree i + 1. Then 
Li = pi @ Li+l and v, $1 C gi+j. 8-l is just KY, and JZO can be identified 
with the Lie algebra yC(n, R). 
The topological dual space of L is the direct sum 
L* = (y-y* f(y)* + (y’)* + *** 
with its discrete topology, and AL* is a direct sum of the subspaces 
(t/l)* A @iz)* A **a A (#r)*, -1 < i1 < 0.. < i,. On AL*, the 
coboundary operator, which we will denote by 6, has the following 
properties (which can be used to define it): 
(a) 6 is an antiderivation of graded rings, 
(b) In dimension 1, 6: L* + L* A L* is the transpose of the map 
L A L + L given by Lie bracket. 
Given 5 EL there is an “interior product” operation i(l): AL* + AL* 
induced by 5 on AL*, which is an antiderivation of degree - 1. There is 
also a representation ad([): AL* --+ AL* obtained from the transpose 
of the adjoint representation ad(c): L -+ L. We will need below the 
standard formula 
ad(5)p = W’)CL + i(6) G, p E AL*. (2.2) 
Now let II’ b e the Weil algebra associated with the Lie 
algebra 8O = &(n, R). As an algebra, IV&“) is the tensor product 
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4y”)* 0 S@ O *; however, W(yO) also has the structure of an acyclic ) 
complex. For basic facts concerning the Weil algebra we refer to the 
1949-1950 Seminaire Cartan [9]. We recall one anomaly about the 
grading of IV(yO). The space Ai( @ Sj(go)* is assigned the bidegree 
(6 3). 
Let Qi,j , i, j = l,..., n be a basis for (yO)*. SQi,j has two components, 
one in ($)* A ($)* which is just 
; Qi, A % 
and one in (y-l)* A (yO)*, which we will denote by fJj . We will think of 
ai,? as formal “connection forms” for the Lie algebra L and A,,j as 
formal “curvature forms.” We now define a map 
p: W(yO) ---f AL” 
by requiring it to be a ring morphism and by requiring 
p : Al(gO) * ---f &(gO) * 
to be the identity, and 
p: sy#q* --t lPLd* 
(2.3) 
to be the map Q,,j -+ A,,j 
PROPOSITION 2.1. p is a morphism of complexes and the formal 
analog qf the usual Weil map for a principal bundle with connection. 
For a proof of Proposition 2.1, see Cartan [9, Expose 19, Section 61. 
(See also Section 5 on “algebraic connections”.) 
Since & is in (9-l)” A (Al)* and dim y-l = n, the wedge product of 
any N of the Ai,j’~, N > n, is zero; therefore the kernel of p is the set 
of all elements of bidegree (i,j), i > 0, j > 2n, in W(JZ”). Let us denote 
the quotient complex by [ W(Y~)]~~. 
THEOREM 2.1. The map of complexes 
p: [W[,O)]2” --f AL* 
induces an isomorphism on cohomology. 
Proof. We compare the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence for the 
pair L, y” and the corresponding spectral sequence for [W(a”)12”. The 
607/10/z-3 
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computations on pp. 333-334 of Gelfand-Fuks [3] show that at the E2 
level these spectral sequences are isomorphic, so they are on the E” level 
as well. Q.E.D. 
See also Appendix A. 
3. Let G be the group of continuous automorphisms of the Lie 
algebra L. G maps each Li into itself (see, for example, [5]); so the dual 
representation of G on L* maps (Li)l into itself. (Li)i is, of course, 
iust 
Let us denote by W” and IV the subcomplexes of AL* generated by 
(y”)* and (y”) * + (f-l)*, respectively. IV0 is just the image of p. IV1 is 
finite dimensional, contains W”, and unlike IV0 is invariant under the 
action of G described above. We will need below 
LEMMA 3.1. The inclusion W” + WI- induces an isomorphism on 
cohomology. 
Proof. Let 5 be the identity matrix in 8O. If p E (#I)* A em* A (&)*, 
we will denote its degree by il + *** + i, . From (2.2) we get 
(degree P>P = W<)P + i(5) SP (3.1) 
W” is just the subcomplex of W1 consisting of elements of degree 0; 
and (3.1) shows that the inclusion of this subcomplex into W’ is a chain 
homotopy. Q.E.D. 
Remark 1. There is a natural homomorphism, 
G + end(L/L’+l) (3.2) 
for each r. Let G’ be the image of this homomorphism. The action of G 
on Wl factors through the homomorphism G 4 Gi. 
Remark 2. Since (L1)L is annihilated by ad(<) and i(C), for 5 E L2, 
the same is true of IV. 
4, We will briefly describe how one obtains the Gelfand-Fuks 
isomorphism H(P2, , R) z H(L, R) from Theorem 2.1. Let 9 be the Lie 
algebra &‘(n, C), 20 the Lie algebra, #(n, R), and A the Lie algebra, 
g(n). Let W(g”) and W(A) be the Weil algebras off0 and A, respectively, 
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both defined over [w; and let W(y) be the Weil algebra of #(n, C) defined 
over C. Since 9 = 90 @ @ = 4 @ C, we have isomorphisms 
W(f) s W[y”) @ @ = W(4) 0 @. (4.1) 
Now let B = B, be the universal classifying space for the group U(n) 
and let P, be the principal U(n) bundle sitting above it. Let a,” be the 
De Rham complex on Pu . By choosing a connection on P, we get the 
usual Weil map 
f/‘Z W(/;) - &” . (4.2) 
Let [J+Q7)1"", [W(g0)12n and [W(A)]“” be the truncated Weil algebras 
(see Section 2 above) and let [G’~,]“” = O?pU/9)s7z , where .821L is the 
ideal in Q! pU generated by forms which are the pull-backs of forms on B 
of degree >2n. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. The map CC: [ W(R)12” + [MpU]zn is an isomorphism 
on homology. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. The cohomology of the complex [CPpU12” is H(P,, , R). 
Proposition 4.2 is clear. To prove Proposition 4.1 we compare the 
Leray-Serre spectral sequence for [OZ~dpti]271 and the corresponding spectral 
sequence for [W(h)]zn. The E2 terms are isomorphic, so the E” terms 
are too. 
COROLLARY. The cohomology of the complex [W(,J~)]~~ is H(P,, , R). 
Proof. We have proved the assertion is true when both sides are 
tensored by @; so, in particular the cohomology “groups” are the same. 
However, it is not hard to show that the cohomology ring structure of 
P,, is trivial; so the same is the case for H([W(~0)]2”). 
5. The first step in the proof of Theorem I is to show that the 
spectral sequence of Theorem I is the spectral sequence of a certain 
double complex. 
Let ax be the smooth forms on X. Since X is compact and oriented, 
the “dual” De Rham resolution is defined 
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Each of the terms in the sequence 3.1 is an 2” module; so it has a 
Hochschild complex associated to it. Moreover, d and J are morphisms 
of 2” modules; so there are induced morphisms on these Hochschild 
complexes and the whole construction gives rise to a double complex. 
Let us denote by C ilj the term of bidegree i, j in this double complex. 
By definition this is the set of all continuous, alternating j-linear maps 
j 
(5.2) 
The coboundary operators 
and 
d . Ci,j -+ Cf+l,i 
a . 
d,, : Ci,j + CiJtl 
are defined by the formulas 
(daw)(L 3..., 5j) = 445, ,..., L)) for <i ,..., & E -ri”, (5.3) 
and 
The complex C’*l* contains a subcomplex CT,* which we will call 
its diagonal subcomplex. By definition, this is the set of all w E C*>* 
such that 
THEOREM. The cohomology of the “total” complex associated with 
d, , d,, , CT’ * is isomorphic to Hi(X, rW> in dimensions i < n and isomorphic 
to Hjdn(J& , rW) in dimensions i > n. 
Rough sketch of the proof. We claim that if j > 0 the sequence 
is exact. In fact, using a partition of unity, one can show that this is a 
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local assertion, and locally it can be verified by a direct computation. 
Therefore, if one computes the cohomology of the “total” complex 
using the spectral sequence associated with d, , one gets an El term which 
is zero except on the bottom row and on the n-th column. This shows 
that the cohomology of this double complex is isomorphic to the 
cohomology of the bottom row in dimensions i < n and to the cohomology 
of the n-th column, shifted by n, in dimensions i 2 n. The bottom 
row of the double complex d, , d,, , CT,* is just the De Rham complex 
(3.1); and it is not hard to show that the cohomology groups on the 
n-th column are the Hdi($‘*, rW). Q.E.D. 
For details see Appendix B. 
6. We will now describe the double complex CT,*, d, , do as 
a subcomplex of a much simpler complex. 
Let Pk be the K + 1 jet bundle of X. By definition this is the set of all 
invertible k + 1 jets with source at the origin in [Wn and target in X. 
There is a sequence of projections 
xc- PO 2- P’ 2- a-*. (6.1) 
Let P = P” be the inverse limit of this sequence. We will call (P, X, n-) 
the bundle of formal invertible jets. It is a principal bundle over X with 
structure group G, the group of formal invertible jets with both source 
and target at the origin in 5% n. Note that G is identical with the group G 
introduced in Section 3 above. 
Let Gi!, be the ring of differential forms on P. Since P is not, strictly 
speaking, a differentiable manifold, aP has to be thought of as the 
direct limit of the sequence of inclusions 
We recall a few basic facts about P and GZ, : 
(1) There is a canonical trivialization of the tangent bundle of P 
Tp s L x P. (6.3) 
This gives rise to a canonical isomorphism of vector spaces 
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(2) If 0 is a diffeomorphism of X then there is an induced 
diffeomorphism 4: P -+ P given by formal jet composition. This 
diffeomorphism preserves the trivialization (6.3) and commutes with 
the action of the structure group G. 
(3) The assertion above has an infinitesimal analog. Every vector 
field < on X lifts to a vector field [ on P which preserves the trivialization 
and is G invariant [7]. 
By (3), api is an 9r module; so there is a double complex associated 
with the De Rham resolution 
just as in Section 2. Let C Ai,i be the term of bidegree i, j in this double 
complex. By definition, &j is the set of all continuous alternating 
j-linear maps 
The coboundary operators &: Ci~i + @+iJ and ,&: &j + &j+l are 
defined just as before. [See (5.3) and (5.4).] Let C>” be the subcomplex 
of CiYj consisting of w E &i with the property 
supp w(51 ,*.., &) c 37-l supp [i n *** n supp [j . 
The main result of this section is that the map (6.4) can be extended 
to an isomorphism of graded algebras: 
In fact, (6.5) is defined as follows: Let [r ,..., lj be vector fields on X and 
let p be an element of /FL* @ @Pi. Then p([i ,..., &) is an element of 
EL” @ cfF.0; so it is also an element of api because of (6.4). Since 
supp & c r-1 supp & , the support of pL([i ,..., tj) is contained in n-l 
(supp 51 n **. n supp i&.); therefore the cochain defined by 
(51 ,..‘, 5j) - d, ,..-> R, 
is in Cij. 
THEOREM 6.1. The map (6.5) is an isomorphism of graded algebras. 
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The proof requires some results from analysis. Let U be an open 
subset of Rn and let 
be a k linear mapping. We will say that @ is a k linear differential operator 
if it can be written as a sum (with C” coefficients) of monomials 
(fi mfk) - D,fJLfz .** D,cfk 9 
the Di’s being linear differential operators. 
More generally, if E and F are vector bundles over X and @ is a 
k-linear map of C”(E) ---f C”(F) then we will call it a k-linear differential 
operator if it is locally of the form just described. We will need the 
following: 
LEMMA 1. Let Z -+= X be a$ber mapping. Let E be a vector bundle over 
X and F a vector bundle over Z. Let h be a continuous k-linear mapping of 
Cm(E) into Cm(F) with the following property: 
then X is of the form 
where A, is a k-linear d$ferential map of C”(E) onto Cm(X) and .$a is 
a smooth section of C”(F). 
Proof. The assertion is local; so we can assume X and Z are open 
subsets of [w” and Rm, E and F are trivial, and 7~ is the trivial fibration 
n: iWn x [Wm-% -+ [w”. With these assumptions the theorem is easily 
deduced from Peetre’s theorem [8]. 
To prove Theorem 5.1 we only have to prove it for the k-linear maps 
of 9x into Q!, which are of the form (6.6); so in particular we only have 
to prove that all k linear differential monomials in <I ,..., lk are of the 
form w([, ,..., &J where w is a k form on a, . 
Let U be an open subset of X, and (xi ,..., x%) a coordinate system on 
U. There is an associated coordinate system on n-l(U) which to each 
formal jet associates its Taylor series expansion. If 5 is a vector field on 
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X and (5, ,..., {,) are its coefficients with respect to (xi ,..., x,), then the 
vector field [ has coordinates 
(wq 5i, a = ( 011 ,,.., 4 ; 1 <i<n 
on rr-l( U); so it is clear that every differential monomial can be written 
in the form w([, ,..., [,) as asserted. 
Remark. We will call (6.5) the “naive” isomorphism between Cz,* 
and AL* @ (ZP to distinguish it from a “sophisticated” isomorphism 
to be defined in Section 7. 
7. On AL* one has the coboundary operator 6 and on QZP the 
De Rham operator d; so AL* @ rZP is a double complex. Unfortunately 
it is not isomorphic as a double complex to C,“?*. We will show, however, 
that the total complexes are isomorphic. The isomorphism is given by a 
“twisted” form of (6.5) which we will now describe. 
Consider the morphism of graded algebras: 
(7-l) 
which, on elements of degree one, is defined by 
p(w) = w @ 1 + 1 @ w, w EL+. 
From (6.5) and (7.1) we get a sequence of maps: 
Call the composite of these maps @. 
LEMMA 7.1. @: 12, -+ C?,“,* is a morphism of complexes.3 
Proof. It is enough to prove the assertion in degree 1 since both 
coboundary operators are antiderivations of graded rings. Let w be in 
aP . We define wr,s in Ci,” and wo,r in C,“,’ as follows. UJ~,~ is just w 
identified with itself; and wo,i is the cochain which associates to every 
vector field 5 E ZX the function w(l) in GZPo. For dw we define cochains 
(dw)z,o in C$O, (dw),,, in @i, and (dw),,, in C$” as follows: (do),,o is 
3 We recall that the coboundary operator dtotal : Cs** + C$,* is (- 1)’ (tb + & in 
bidegree 5 j. 
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just the 2-form dw identified with itself. (dcu)l,l is the one-cochain which 
associates to every vector field 5 the one form 5 J dw; and (dw)o,z is the 
2-cochain which associates to every pair of vector fields c1 , & the 
function (dw)([, , &J in oTPo. By definition, 
and 
Q(w) = w1.0 + wo.1 
so we have to establish the identity 
&al ( c w) = c W)i>j ! (7.2) 
i+1=1 if]=2 
which is equivalent to the following three identities: 
n 
d,w 1.0 = (dwh,o T  (7.3) 
-&~o,l + &+,o = WA,1 > (7.4) 
&wo,l = W)o,z . (7.5) 
The identity (7.3) is just a tautology (both sides are dw). The identity 
(7.4) is a well-known identity for the Lie derivative of a one-form 
and the identity (7.5) is a well-known identity for the exterior derivative 
of a one-form 
Consider next the inclusion mapping 
(7.6) 
the last arrow being the map 6.5. 
LEMMA 7.2. The map (7.6) is a morphism of complexes. 
Proof. The map (6.4) maps A(L*) onto the Cartan structure forms 
for the bundle P. The Cartan structure equations assert that the exterior 
derivatives of these forms agree with their formal exterior derivatives; 
so the map (7.6) intertwines the coboundary operations 6 and & . 
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However, by Section 6, Remark 3, A$ annihilates the Cartan structure 
forms; so if we apply a, to the image of (7.6), we get zero. Q.E.D. 
Consider now the complex AL* @ aP with its total coboundary 
operator (which is (- 1)j 6 @ 1 + 1 @ d in bidegree i, j). There is a 
morphism of graded algebras 
AL* @ Q$ + c;-*, (7.7) 
which is the map (7.6) on the first factor and @ on the second factor. 
The main result of this section is: 
THEOREM 7. I. The map (7.7) is an isomorphism of graded complexes. 
Proof. That 7.7 is bijective follows from Theorem 6.1, and that it is a 
morphism of complexes from the two preceding lemmas. Q.E.D. 
8. The pull-back mapping on forms rr*: ax + GYP gives us an 
injective morphism of complexes Cz,* + (?$l*; so we can think of 
C’z** as a subcomplex of CA *,*. In this section we will describe what the 
corresponding subcomplex is in AL* @ a, . 
Let G be the group of continuous automorphisms of the Lie algebra L. 
We recall (Section 3) that G leaves LO invariant; therefore it operates on 
the orthocomplement (L”)I in L*. We first note 
LEMMA 8.1. Let [A( @ a,], be the elements in A( @ @, 
which the action of G leaves fixed. Under the “naive” isomorphism (6.5) 
this set gets mapped bijectively onto CT?*. 
Proof. If 5 E -Izl, then [ is a G-invariant vector field on P by Section 6, 
Remark 3; so if we pair a j-tuple of vector fields [, ,..., & with an element 
of [AiLol @ 0YJ], we get a G invariant element of (AiLoI) @ ape. 
Under the identification (6.4) the elements of [Ai @ Glpo], are 
precisely the i-forms on P which are the pull-backs of forms on X. 
Q.E.D. 
We pointed out that if 5 EL, then [ acts on AL* as an antiderivation of 
degree -1 (namely, i(c), the “interior product”). Because of the 
identification (6.4), 5 1 a so acts as an antiderivation on GZ, . We will 
denote by i(c) the induced antiderivation on the tensor product 
AL.* @ GZP. Let [[AL* @ GZP]lG be the set of all elements in AL* @ ap 
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which the action of G leaves fixed and which get annihilated by i(i), 
v’5 E LO. 
THEOREM 8.1. From (1.7) we get all isomorphism of complexes 
CT,*** g [[AL’” 0 %llG~ (8.1) 
Proof. We must show that if we map AL* @ GYP onto C$** via the 
sophisticated isomorphism, then map C:** onto AL* @ Up via the 
naive isomorphism, the r.h.s. of (8.1) gets mapped onto [A( @ @,I,. 
Let us call the mapping we have just described p. The elements of 
degree 1 in AL* @AL* @ Rpo which are annihilated by i(l) for all 
t( EL are linear combinations of expressions of the form 
(w 0 1 - 1 0 WI Of, w EL*, f E ape. (8.2) 
Under the mapping p, (8.2) g oes into - 1 @ w @f; so the annihilator 
of ;(iJ, t/c @L, in AL* @ CZ, gets mapped by ,B onto 1 @ aP. The 
annihilator of i(t), Vc E Lo, in AL* @ 1 is just A( @ 1 which gets 
mapped by /3 onto itself. This shows that the annihilator of i(c), V< E Lo, 
in AL* @ a, gets mapped onto A( @ GYP . The theorem follows 
from this and the obvious remark that the map /I is a G morphism. 
9, For the proof of Theorem I we will need some results about 
“Weil complexes”. Let G be a Lie group, and 9 its associated Lie algebra. 
DEFINITION. A Weil complex over G is a quadruple {IV, 6, 0, “> 
with the following properties: 
(1) W is a graded algebra over R; 
(2) 6: W + W is a coboundary operator; 
(3) 0 is a linear representation of G on W which respects 
the grading and commutes with 6; 
(4) For each < E y, i(c) is an antiderivation of W of degree 
- 1; for i, , i& E 9, ;(cr) and i(&) anticommute; 
(5) If 0 is the representation of y associated with 0 then 0, 
6 and / are related by the Weil formula 
Some examples we will encounter below are: 
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(i) The algebra W(~*) described in Section 2. 
(ii) The exterior algebra A(y*) with its Hochschild coboundary 
operator. 
(iii) The De Rham complex cZ?~ on the group manifold of the 
group G. 
(iv) The De Rham complex OZP on a principal G bundle P. 
(v) The tensor product IV, @ IV, , IV, and IV, being Weil 
complexes. 
Let IV be a Weil complex, and consider the elements a E W which 
satisfy 
e(x)62 = 0 = i(x for all x Ef. 
We will call such elements “base-like.” The set of all base-like elements 
of W is a subcomplex which we will denote by [[I&‘& . 
The main goal of this section is to show that the complex Q!o 
[example (iii) above] is a kind of “free object” in the category of Weil 
complexes. 
PROPOSITION 9.1. Let W be a Wed complex. Then there is a canonical 
isomorphism 
Proof. We first of all construct an injective map of W into the set of 
elements in W @ A(,*) which are annihilated by the interior product 
operation: Given a @ p E W @ Ag* let P(a @ EL) = Zi(&)a @ &* A p, 
where the &‘s are a basis for 8 and the &*‘s a dual basis for g*. It is 
easy to see that the iterated products of P satisfy the formula 
for aE Wand leg. 
Given 5 ~9, let us use the notation ;(iJ for the induced interior 
product operation 
on W @ A(y*) (the plus sign occurring for elements of bidegree (i, j), 
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j even and the minus sign for j odd). Using the formula (9,2) it is easy 
to check that the sequence 
Q(u) = F c,P”(a @ l), Ck = /+l)r~'~-w (9.3) 
ISO 
is annihilated by i(c) for all 5 E y. 
LEMMA. The map @ de$ned by the formula (9.3) maps the ring W 
bijectively onto the ring of elements in W @ A(g*) which are annihilated 
by d(l), v’(5) E y. 
Proof. The inverse map is just the projection map which maps the 
of elements of total degree k onto its component of bidegree (K, 0). 
Q.E.D. 
Given w 0~ E W @ A(y*), let w @ p be the unique element of 
W @ GZ, which is G invariant and equal to w @ p at the identity element 
of G. The correspondence w @ p + w @ p defines a map 
w&l(g*)- W@&. (9.4) 
We will denote by p the composition of the map @ of (9.3) and the 
map (9.4). 
PROPOSITION 9.1. p maps the complex W isomorphically onto the 
complex [[W @ olJG. 
Proof. It is clear from the lemma that the map described above is an 
isomorphism of vector spaces. To check that it is a morphism of 
complexes we must check 
P&9 = hotal P(W), (9.5) 
where Stotal = 16 @ 1 + 1 @ d, 6 being the coboundary operator on 
Wand d the De Rham operator on GIc . (The sign convention is the same 
as that above.) Since both 1.h.s. and r.h.s. of (9.5) are base-like it is 
enough to check that at the identity their W @ 1 components are the 
same. However the W @ 1 components of p(Sw) and Stota,p(w) are both 
SW, since (1 @ d) p(w) is in W @ A,l. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. Let X be a manifold and let P = G x X be the trivial G 
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bundle over X. Then the cohomology ring of the complex [[W @ Qlplp]lG is 
H(W) 0 ff(X). 
10. We recall some basic facts from sheaf theory. Let 
be a complex of flabby sheaves. Then there is a spectral sequence 
whose El term is H(X, Z(Z)) an w d h ose E” term is the cohomology 
of the complex of global sections 
r(P) 3 r(F) --f -*.. (10.1) 
Moreover, if 
is another complex of sheaves and y: $P + A’ a morphism of complexes 
then there is an induced morphism of spectral sequences. In particular, 
if the map of 2 into A’ is bijective on homology, then the map of (10.1) 
into the corresponding complex of A! is bijective on homology. 
For a discussion of the results above see Godement [4, Section 4.61. 
Let w1 be the subcomplex of A&*) described in Section 3. This is 
invariant under the action of G and under interior product with elements 
of LO; so we can regard it as a Weil complex over G. We will prove 
PROPOSITION 10.1. The injection 
[W 0 @GllG - rw* 0 a4G 
is an isomorphism on homology. 
(10.2) 
Proof. It is clear from the remarks at the beginning of the section 
that it is enough to prove this locally, i.e., when X is diffeomorphic to 
an open set U C Rn and P z G x U. To prove the assertion in this 
case it is enough, by Proposition 9.1, to prove that the inclusion mapping 
W1 + d(L*) is an isomorphism on homology. This was proved in 
Section 3. Q.E.D. 
We pointed out in Section 3 that the action of G on WI factored 
through the homomorphism G + G1 and that the interior product 
operation of Lo on W1 factored through the homomorphism Lo -+ L”/L2; 
therefore, the complexes [[IV @ a,,]lcl and [[ W1 @ OZ,]lG are identical. 
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Now let Go = GL(n, R), and consider the inclusion mapping Go -+ G1. 
Let 2 be the quotient space F/GO. It is not hard to see that 2 is an 
“affine-space” bundle over X; and, in particular, that X is a deformation 
retract of Z. We will use this remark to prove: 
PROPOSITION 10.2. The inclusion map 
(10.3) 
is an isomorphism on homology. 
Proof. Again, because of the remarks at the beginning of the section, 
we have only to consider the case when P1 is the trivial bundle (both as 
a bundle over X and as a bundle over Z). By the corollary of Proposi- 
tion 9.1 the cohomology on the r.h.s. of 10.3 is H(W1) @ N(Z) and on 
the 1.h.s. H(W1) @ H(X). S’ mce X is a deformation retract of Z, 
H(X) ‘? H(Z). Q.E.D. 
Now let r” = y+z, R), Go = GL(n, R) and Pa the principal frame 
bundle over the manifold X. Let W(y”)zn be the truncated Weil algebra 
associated with 9 O. The main theorem in this paper is 
THEOREM I’. The cohomology of the complex Cz-* of Section 5 is 
isomorphic to the cohomology of the complex [[Wan @ OZ~O]]GO . 
Proof. The inclusion mapping W” + W1 (see Section 3) induces a 
morphism of complexes 
uw” 0 ~p111,o - [[W1 0 @p&o (10.4) 
and the pull-back mapping 6Ypo --f flpl induces a morphism of complexes: 
In both cases the induced mappings on homology are bijective. 
(Proof: mutatis mutandis, the proof of Proposition 10.2.) However, we 
showed in Section 3 that W” g Wan; so we are done. 
The geometric form of Theorem I’ given in the Introduction can 
easily be deduced from it using the same sort of argument as that of 
Section 4. We leave details to the reader. 
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APPENDIX A 
To compute the cohomology ring H(L, W), Gelfand and Fuks use a 
spectral sequence due to Hochschild and Serre [IO]. We recall some 
features of this spectral sequence. Let A be a Lie algebra over R, and let 
B be a finite dimensional subalgebra of A. Let Bl be the subspace of 
A* complementary to B. The adjoint representation of B on A* leaves B!- 
invariant. We assume that B acts reductively on BL, that is, we assume Bl 
is a direct sum of finite-dimensional subspaces each of which is invariant 
under B, and on each of which B acts irreducibly. 
A(Bl) is a subalgebra of A(A*), but in general not a subcomplex. 
Consider, however, in A(Bl) the subspace, A(B’)B , of B-invariant 
elements. This is a subcomplex. In fact, from Eq. (2.2) we get 
for f E B and w E A(B’), , which shows that 
dw E A(Bl), and 0 = d(ad(&) = ad(f) dw, 
which shows that dw E A(B’)B . 
Let us denote by H(A, B, R) the cohomology ring of this complex. 
The Hochschild-Serre theorem states: 
THEOREM 1. There exists a spectral sequence whose E2 term is the 
tensor product H(B, R) @ H(A, B, 58) and whose E” term is W(A, R). 
We want to apply this theorem with A = L and B = so. In this case, 
BJ- = (f-r)* + ($)* + (f2)* + *a*, and A(Bl) can be written as a 
direct sum of the subspaces. 
(#I)* A (By* A **- A (y”‘)* A LY(g-l)* (A.11 
with il > i2 > 0-e > i, 3 1, on each of which y” acts reductively; so 
the hypotheses of the Hochschild-Serre theorem are satisfied. We note 
that invariant elements must have total degree zero since go contains the 
degree derivation; so for (A.l) to contain nonzero invariant elements 
we must have s = i1 + e-e + i, . In particular, there are only a finite 
number of such subspaces since s < n. 
To compute the invariant elements in (A.l) Gelfand and Fuks use 
some results from classical invariant theory. Let us denote by T,’ 
the tensor product of the vector space [w” with itself r times. This is 
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acted on by the general linear group GL(n, R) and also by the permutation 
group Z, . Moreover, these two actions commute with each other. 
Let @, be the group algebra of the permutation group. The result we 
need is 
THEOREM 2. The image of the homomorphism O!, -+ hom( T,‘, TnT) 
is precisely those endomorphisms of T,’ which commute with GL(n, [w). 
See Weyl [lo]. 
If the subspace (A.l) satisfies the condition il + *e* + i, = s there is 
a canonical injection of it into hom(TmP, T,&) where / = Y + s. In fact, 
it is a subspace of 
and (rim)* = (9-l)* @ ,!Fm+-l(r-l) which is canonically contained in 
(y-1) @ (@‘-+p). If we identify 9-l with Rn we get the injection we 
are looking for. We will now give an invariant description of (A.l) as a 
subspace of hom( Tne, T,“). 
Let ai , a2 ,..., a, be a sequence of integers with a, 2 a2 > a3 > --. > 
a, >, 2 and a, + --a + a, = e. Let d be the Young diagram with a, 
positions in the first row, a2 positions in the second row, etc. Suppose the 
columns of this diagram have length b I , b, , etc. We insert the integers 
1 ,a**, 4 in this diagram so that the first b, integers go into the first column, 
the second b, integers into the second column, etc. Let G(a, ,..., a,) be 
the subgroup of Z! x & generated by the following permutations: 
(a) (T x id, where CT is any permutation of the integers Y + I,..., i”; 
(b) id x T, where 7 is any permutation of the integers l,..., e 
preserving the rows of the diagram d ; 
(c) The permutations u x T where T interchanges two columns 
of equal length in the diagram d and u permutes the two corresponding 
integers in the sequence 1, 2 ,..., Y. 
Let p be the representation of Zt on T,! and let p! be the contragradient 
representation. Then .Z! x & acts on hom( Tne, T,“) by the representa- 
tion p @ p! and this induces a representation y of G(a, ,..., a,) on 
hom(T,“, T,!). L et 7~ be the projection of .& x .Z’! -+ & sending 
(a, T) to CT. We leave the following as a simple exercise: 
PROPOSITION 1. Let a, = i1 + 1 ,..., a, = i, + 1. Then the subspace 
of hom( Tnf, T,“) associated with (A.l) is the set of all elements in 
607/10/z-4 
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hom( TnE, Tme) which transform, under the representation y, according to 
the formula 
y@)a = (- 1)+9) a, Vy E G(a, ,..., a,). (A4 
L’! x & acts on L’! by the action (a, b, c) L a&l. For (a, b) E Z/ x Zt 
and c E Zt . This induces an action of & x Zt on QLt and hence an action 
of G(a, ,..., a,) on Q$ which we will denote by h. The canonical homo- 
morphism 0& + hom( T, , e T,“) intertwines h and y; so we have 
PROPOSITION 2. The set of invariant elements in (A.1) is the image of 
the set of elements in CZ, which transform under h according to the formula 
A( = (- I)~W CL, Vy E G(a, ,..., a,r). (A.31 
We will show that if a, > 2 the only element that transforms according 
to (A.3) is the zero element. In fact, let 01 be an element transforming 
according to (A.3). We can write 
a = c aOu, a,E R, (-4.4) 
the sum taken over all elements of &. Since a, + **. -t a, = C and 
al b .*a > a,, 2 2, Y  must be <e/2. This means that if u is any 
permutation of I,..., 8, it must map at least two elements of the sequence 
r + l,..., t, say i and j, onto elements in the same row of the Young 
diagram d. If we let p be the permutation that transposes i and j and v the 
permutation that transposes o(t) and u(j) then 9 = (p, V) E G(a, ,..., a,) 
and &z)o = u. Since yap = -01, the coefficient of u in the sum 
(A.4) is zero. But u was an arbitrary element of Z/e; so OL = 0. We have 
proved: 
PROPOSITION 3. There exist nonzero elements in GZl which transform 
according to the formula (A.3) only when 8 is even, I = 42 and a, = me* = 
a, = 2. 
As a corollary, we get 
PROPOSITION 4. If (A.l) contains nonzero invariant elements, then 
7 = sandi, = a-* = i, = 1. In particular, the Serre-Hochschild complex 
associated with L and p” contains only even dimensional terms and its 
derivation operator is zero. 
We will now give an explicit description of the elements in af which 
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transform according to (A.3) when a, = *a* = a, = 2. The associated 
Young diagram consists of two columns of equal length with the integers 
1, 2,..., r in the first column and the integers r + l,..., 2r in the second 
column. Let S, be the subgroup of & consisting of those permutations 
which preserve the rows of d and let p = Zu, the sum taken over S, . 
Let G, be the subgroup of & which leaves the elements in the first 
column of d fixed and let qz = Z(- l)ou, the sum taken over G, . 
Finally, consider the homomorphism 2, ---f Z! which maps a permutation 
of 1, 2,..., r onto the corresponding permutation of the elements in the 
first column of d, leaving the second column fixed. This induces a 
homomorphism p: 67, -+ cZ!~ on the corresponding group algebras. 
PROPOSITION. The set of elements in b!$ which transform according to 
the formula (A.3) is precisely the set of elements of the form 
f(f) 42 P, 04.5) 
where f is in the center of LT, . 
Proof. If we multiply (A.5) on the left by a permutation of G, , it 
commutes with p( f ) [ since p( f ) doesn’t permute the integers r + 1,. . ., 2r] ; 
so it changes (A.5) by the sign of the permutation. If we multiply it on 
the right by a permutation belonging to S, , (A.5) is unchanged. Finally 
let us multiply (A.5) on the right by u1 and the left by TV~, where u1 
is a permutation of (1, 2,..., r) and T is the permutation which inter- 
changes the corresponding columns of the diagram d. Let u be the 
permutation 
u = (1, Y + 1)(2,r + 2) **a (Y, 2r) 
and let ~a = uiu-l. Then T = (Pius = uzul and we get 
44f) q2P) 7-l = P(f) Q2u1PT-1, 
(A.61 
C-4.7) 
since f is in the center of GZ, and q2 doesn’t permute any of the integers 
1 ,*a-, r. We write the r.h.s. of (A 7) as 
C-1)“” f(f) !?2v2P+ = (-l)“‘P(f) WPT-I 
= (61)“‘df) 42P. 
This shows that (A 5) transforms according to the formula (A.3). 
To show that all elements which transform according to (A.3) are of the 
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form (A.5) we apply the symmetrizer Z(-l)“‘P’h(g) ‘9 E G(a, ,..., u,.) 
to an arbitrary element of & and observe that the resulting element is of 
the form (A.5). 
COROLLARY. The Weilmap Wan + A(L*) is bijective on cohomology. 
ProoJ Consider the filtration of the Weil complex for which the 
s-th term in the filtration is 
and consider the compatible filtration of 
A(L*) : [A(L”)]” = Ltygy A A(L*). 
From the second filtration one gets the Hochschild-Serre spectral 
sequence for H(L, R). The E2 term of this spectral sequence is the tensor 
product of H(y”, R) and H(L, go, R). From the first filtration one gets 
a spectral sequence whose E2 term is the tensor product of H(g”, R) 
and the ring [S(f”)*]BO o f 9 O invariant polynomial in S&O)*. From the 
Weil map one gets a map 
[Q”) *I++, - WL 8’> W. b4.8) 
The elements in the image of this map are just products of the formal 
Chern classes ci(n) defined by the formula 
det(T6ji - Aij) = T” + cl(A) Tn-l + a** + en(A). (-4.9) 
These are identical with the images of the elements p(fz)q2p i = l,..., n, 
in (A.l), fi being the cyclic central element in GIi . Therefore, the map of 
spectral sequences associated with the Weil map is an isomorphism at the 
E2 level. 
APPENDIX B 
Let X be an oriented manifold, not necessarily compact, and let .Pr 
be the Lie algebra of compactly supported vector fields on X. The 
modifications required in defining the double complex Czp* for X 
noncompact are obvious and will be left as an exercise for the reader. 
Our first result will be the following: 
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PROPOSITION 1. If s > 0, the sequence 5.5 is exact except in its last 
position. 
We first show that to prove Proposition 1 it is enough to prove it when 
X is an open ball in [w7&: 
LEMMA 1. Let w be an element of Cl,” and let f1 ,..., ES be compactly 
supported vector jields. Let p be a smooth .function which is = 1 on a neigh- 
borhood of supp 5,. Then w(S, ,..., f,J = ~(5~~ t& ,..., ~5~). 
Proof. The r.h.s. differs from the 1.h.s. by terms involving 5, and 
(1 - p)Si for some i > 1. Since supp .$, n supp(1 - p)[{ = icl, these 
terms must all be zero. Q.E.D. 
Let { UJ be a locally finite covering of X by open sets, each of which 
is diffeomorphic to an open bail in [w’“. Let {fa) be a partition of unity 
subordinate to this covering, and for each 01 let g, be a smooth function 
which is = 1 on a neighborhood of supp fa and has support in U, . 
Now let w E Ci.’ be in the kernel of d, . Assuming the proposition 
true on U, , there exists a h, E Cl-ljs( UJ such that dh, = wl U, . Define 
h E Cl;-‘,” by the formula h(f, ,..., Es) = C hu(fafl , sUE, ,..., ,yJ,). Then 
(We used the lemma to go from line 2 to line 3.) 
Let U be the open unit ball in RT”. We have proved 
LEMMA 2. Proposition 1 is true for an arbitrary manifold providing 
it is true for X = U. 
We can give a more explicit description of the complex (5.5) when 
X = U: Let L be the Lie algebra of formal power series vector fields, 
and L* its dual. L* is a module over L; so it is a module over the sub- 
algebra, g-l, generated by the commuting vector fields a/ax, ,..., a/ax, . 
Therefore, it is a module over the polynomial ring 
IFqajax] = lqa/ax, ,...) a/ax,]. 
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It is not hard to see that it is freely generated by (p-l)*; so there is an 
isomorphism 
L* gg 6 R[a/ax]. (B-1) 
Now let (1 = cl(x, ,..., x,) be the exterior algebra generated by 
x1 )...) x, . We define a morphism of left /I modules 
aA @ A’(L”) + A @ A’(L”) 
by the formula 
aw BP = C(W A xi) 0 (a/a+. 
Note that a * a = 0; so 
0 + A0 @ k(L*) - Al @ fqL*) + a*- -+ A” @ k(L*) P.2) 
is a complex. 
LEMMA 3. The complex (B.2) is exact. 
Proof. (B.2) is just the Kozul resolution of clr(L*) regarded as a 
module over R[a/&]; however, by (B.l), clr(L*) is a free R[a/ax] module; 
so its Kozul resolution is exact. Q.E.D. 
We will denote by A = ALI the ring of smooth exterior forms on U 
and by d: A --t A the usual exterior differential operator. If we identify /l 
with the ring of constant coefficient exterior forms on U, then /l is 
a subring of A; so A can be viewed as a right /I module. With this 
convention d is a fl morphism. 
Consider now the tensor product, over /1, of (1 complexes: 
C(r) = A @ * (A &J k(L*)). 03.3) 
From Lemma 3 and the Kunneth formula (see Cartan-Eilenberg, 
“Homological Algebra,” Princeton U. Press, Princeton, N. J. (1956), 
p. 113), we deduce 
LEMMA 4. The cohomology of the complex (6.3) is zero except in 
dimension n. 
We now construct a morphism of complexes 
y: C(s) - C,**“(U). 
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We begin by constructing a map 
y1 : A’ c&L* - C;l(U). 
Let w EL*. Via the isomorphism (B.1) w can be identified with an 
n tuple (P, ,..., P,), Pi being a polynomial in a/ax, ,..., a/ax,, with real 
coefficients. If u is a smooth r-form on U and 4 = Cf,(a/i3x,“) a smooth 
compactly supported vector field, we set 
This pairing defines the map yi . In general, given 
U@Wlh ... A w, E A” @ As(L*) 
we set 
(u 0 Wl A *.. A w,)(E1 ,..., P.5) 
0 
the sum taken over all permutations of l,..., s. This defines the map y. 
From (B.4), we obtain 
(d,(u 0 w), Ei = 4u 0 w, 0 
= (u @ aw, pi + (du @w, 5) 
= ((d + 8)~ 0 w, 0, 
so from (B.5) we deduce 
d, o y = y o (d + a). 
This shows that y is a morphism of complexes. We will now prove 
PROPOSITION 2. y is an isomorphism of complexes. 
Proof. Let w E C>‘(U). By assumption, 
SUPP 45 ,..., QCSUPP b n .a- n SUPP & ; 
so by Peetre’s theorem (see Section 6, Lemma 1) the coefficients of the 
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r-form w(.$r ,..., {,) are differential operator expressions in the coefficients 
of the fi’s. But by (B.l) every such expressions is in the image of y. 
COROLLARY. If s > 0 the sequence (5.5) is exact except in its last 
position. 
We will now describe the cokernel of the mapping: d,: C2-1,s + Ct.’ 
in the sequence 5.5. The manifold X is oriented; so if 01 is a compactly 
supported n form, 1 01 is well defined. The map J: n-forms --f R is a 
morphism of L$ modules. In fact, A+ = d(f j a); so by Stokes theorem, 
J’ Lip = 0. (B.6) 
Given an element w E P$*, we set &J)(& ,..., f,) = J(4tl ,..., t,)). 
This defines a map 
By (B.6), this map is an 6pX morphism. Moreover, the diagram 
cy L Cd n,r+1 
(B > Jl I s 
CAT - 4 c;+1 
commutes. 
VW 
PROPOSITION 3. The sequence 
is exact. 
Proof. It is enough to prove the proposition in the special case when 
the underlying manifold is an open ball U in [w”. (See the remarks at the 
beginning of this section.) On U we have a commutative diagram 
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So it is enough to prove that J w = 0 implies w = r(d + a)u for some 
u E P-l(r). For this we will need 
LEMMA. Let ‘p be a k-linear difJerentia1 map of CO*(U) into itself 
having the property 
s 
y(fl ,...,fJ dx, -*a dx, = 0 
for all fl ,..., f,: E C,““(U). Th en there exist k-linear difJerentia1 maps 
ql ,..., qn with the property 
Proof. We begin by making the trivial observation that if P is a 
polynomial in indeterminants x1 ,..., z, with no constant term then we 
can write P = C .z,P, where the Pi’s are polynomials whose coefficients 
are linear functions of the coefficients of P. In fact, if P is homogeneous 
of degree m we can set Pi = (1 /m)(aP/axJ, and the general case follows 
from this case by writing P as a sum of its homogeneous components. 
To prove the lemma we first assume k = 1, i.e., q~ linear. We can 
write 9) in its transpose form C lalGnL (a/&) a,(x), the a,‘s being smooth 
functions of X. Then the condition l v( f ) dx, *** dx, = 0 for all 
f E Com( U) just reduces to the condition a,, = 0. Applying the remark 
above with the indeterminants zr replaced by the operators a/ax,, we 
get 
the coefficients of the p)$‘s being linear functions in the a,‘s. 
Now consider the general case. Given f. ,..., fk E Com( U), we define 
Pfp,,,s.fe by the formula ~f,,,,,,f,(fl> = dfl -fk>. 
We have just shown that there exist p):, ,,,,, fs , u = l,..., n such that 
Ffz,...., k f (fi) = c & 94, . . . . . &A 
t 
with the coefficients of the ~f,,,,,,~,’ s being linear functions of the 
coefficients of F~,, , , , , fa and, therefore, k - l-linear differential expressions 
inf2 ,...,fii . Q.E.D. 
Suppose now that w E CzJ . is in the kernel of J. We can write 
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W(fl ,“‘, p,) = v(t, ,..., t,), p’( <i ,..., S,) being an r linear differential 
map in the coefficients of the k’s Since Jy([i ,..., 6,) dx, *a* dx, = 0 
for all compactly supported [r ,..., .$, , there exist Y linear differential 
maps q1 ,..., ~~ such that 
But these are precisely the elements in Cn(r) of the form (a + d) F-l(r). 
This concludes the proof of Proposition 3. 
DEFINITION. We will say that an element h of C,’ is smooth if it is 
of the form Jw, where w E C:*“. 
The set of smooth elements is a subcomplex of C, by (B.8). It turns 
out that this subcomplex has the same cohomology as the complex itself. 
A proof of this is sketched in Gelfand-Fuks [2]. 
An alternative proof which involves computing the db cohomology 
of the double complex C$,* is given in [6]. 
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